
Walnut Hills Area Council:  Business Group
Minutes

Minutes:  July 16, 2020 - Walnut Hills Area Council: Business Group Meeting
Taken by Michael Rountree, Childress & Cunningham, Inc.

Attendance:

Gary Dangel
Kathryne Gardette
Christina Hartlieb

Samir Kulkarni
Tim MacConnell
Jason Radachi

Sahir Rama
Mary-Pat Raupach
Officer Kandice Roper-Issa

Michael Rountree
Samantha Reeves

 

Opening:

Meeting called to order by Samir Kulkarni at 9:07 AM. Due to current events, this meeting was held as a video 
conference using Zoom software.

Minutes from the June 18, 2020 meeting were approved, Tim MacConnell 1st, Michael Rountree 2nd. 

Due to new faces in attendance, introductions by all participants were made. Sahir Rama is a resident of WH and 
recent law graduate studying for the bar exam, starting a job here in January. Jason Radachi is assistant branch 
manager at the new First Financial Bank which opened a few weeks ago.  

Treasurer's Report by Tim MacConnell indicated just over $6,100 in our account, following renewal by HGC. No 
NSP funds have yet been received from the City, as far as Tim or Samir are aware, though Samir said that he might 
check with Cindy Fischer. Samir commented that we have a good nest egg for planning next year's 5K Run/Walk 
event.

Committee Reports:

Safe & Clean – Samir Kulkarni, Officer Roper-Issa

The Social Distancing Cleanup that took place on June 20th seemed to bring more participants from outside WH than 
from within. The next cleanup is planned for August 29th and Tim said that it should begin earlier, at 8:00 AM, to 
avoid the heat. As before, it will begin at May & McMillan, with teams splitting up, and companies can feel free to 
assemble a team and claim a block or more. Jason asked how this event will be announced, and Samir replied that we 
email members as well as announce via Facebook. Michael commented that the previous cleanups were announced 
only a few days in advance, this time we will be able to announce much earlier.

Officer Roper-Issa has been out of the office for the past month. She asked that Sergeant George and Captain Burns be
added to the WHBG contact list to get our meeting notices and Zoom credentials. She also asked to be kept in the 
loop regarding the cleanup schedule so that the police know when we will be out cleaning the sidewalks.

Recent crime statistics show an increase of business B&E, which appear to be due to a group of 3-5 males wearing 
masks, though there is no good lead yet. They are popping the locks at night and camera footage is lacking, and 
Officer Roper-Issa was unsure what they are taking but thinks they may be taking cigarettes, beer, or other goods they 
can sell on the street.

Tim asked about the fenced-off property across from UDF on Victory, and Officer Roper-Issa confirmed that it is in 
District 2. The owner had intended to sell but was unable, so now it is just vacant. Talbert House owns the adjacent 
properties which are not fenced in, and these are also in District 2.

There have been complaints about apparent drug activity and loitering along Gilbert, between Taft and McMillan. 
Samir asked whether any of this was connected with the Alexandria Apartments, but Officer Roper-Issa said that she 
has spoken with Alexandria residents and it is not them but rather persons congregating in their parking lot. There is a 
sense that the police are not out patrolling neighborhoods as thoroughly these days, but they are still present despite 
recent changes, according to Roper-Issa. Samantha said that WHRF does not yet outright own that lot, as there is a 
land lease still in effect that must be collapsed; Model Group has done some cleanup of it though. Samir asked what 
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could be done to prevent this congregating. Officer Roper-Issa said it tends to begin around 8:00 PM and continue 
through to 1:00, 2:00, or 3:00 AM, which tells her that it is not for a planned event. Samantha said that WHRF can 
update its letter to indicate who can legitimately be on that lot during late hours. Fencing will not go up until after 
building demolition which may be in 2-3 months, and the WHRF plans to activate the lot by serving as paid parking 
until redevelopment can begin. 

Samir asked whether we could see a map of local crimes, and Officer Roper-Issa said that she can ask the crime 
analyst about this. It would be limited to reportable crimes, and can compare year-to-date with last year.

Communications & Membership – Samir Kulkarni

Samir presented a list of recent active members, many of whom are as yet unpaid for 2020 dues. The goal is to get 
currently active members to act as a “coach” for various other potential members, and contact them to encourage their
participation. Samir has recently spoken with Cafe Vivace and Atlantic Sign, who should be renewing soon, and 
Kathryne said that she has spoken with Pickled Pig and with William Johnson of First Financial Bank. Samir asked 
whether the list should be broadly shared, and Gary noted that as a Google document it can be selectively shared, and 
it was agreed that it should remain more of an internal document. Samir said that he will be contacting active 
members directly to ask for their help as coaches.

Events – Samir Kulkarni, Samantha Reeves

Samantha reported that the decision was made to cancel the Street Food Festival, and instead channel all funds and 
efforts into a different fundraiser, similar to what College Hill did with its “Alive & Thrive” campaign. Be on the 
lookout for an announcement of the “Inside Walnut Hills” series of videos, which will serve as a fundraiser for WHRF
but with approx. 25% of funds raised going to help local small businesses.

Kathryne announced that based on the success of previous “Reel Wheels” and another movie pop-up night, we will be
planning to have at least one other movie night at Green Man Park, which could potentially become a monthly event. 
Samir asked whether local businesses might want to tie in, and how many food trucks or sponsored booths could be 
there, but Kathryne said they would probably need to keep it to one food truck plus Green Man Twist, and maybe one 
other local business. This kind of event could also occur elsewhere, such as in 5-Points Alley or the former Kroger 
parking lot. Samir asked how we might limit the number of participants and ensure social distancing; Kathryne said 
the Reel Wheels event required registration (though free) and had a volunteer usher as well as tea lights to mark out 
the sections. The other pop-up movie night was less formal and had no registration, but still worked out with about 25 
in attendance. Kathryne asked for volunteers to help plan, as no date has been set yet, and Samir said he will help, 
while Gary agreed to do setup of the screen and projection equipment.

Samir mentioned that there have been pop-up food truck events at the Ashby by Cutman Barbers, which may be 
planned to be twice monthly (Fridays); Samir will get more information. Also, the 5K Run/Walk which was 
postponed to next October will need to resume planning, and thus we need to reconvene a committee. Kathryne 
suggested that we survey the runners in the community to see if we can get them to participate in planning, and noted 
that T. J. Lentz has run in recent events like the Flying Pig (even placing first last Thanksgiving) and is in the 
neightborhood.

Planning & Development – Samir Kulkarni, Samantha Reeves

722/724 McMillan should lease out by October. Beck's Hardware has submitted its renovation plan showing 
siginificant facade improvements along McMillan (Samir shared the drawings during the meeting).

Samantha said that Esoteric is on track, and gave an update on the former Kroger lot. On the 1st of the month, Model 
Group closed on the land, so for the first time in 30 years there is full control over the 3.5 acre site and the land lease 
can be collapsed. Next steps are to demolish the building and activate the parking lot while considering future 
development. She also noted that the WH TIF is tapped out, so WHRF has been working with East Walnut Hills to 
work out an agreement to share the EWH TIF in the future. 
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Samir said there is a new nail salon that will be coming to the Ashby in September. Kathryne spoke about a condo 
development on Ashland across from the park, which has formed a group to work with the Police Partnering Center 
and will be meeting with CRC. Jeff Sutton from WHAC will be following up on this, but Kathryne said that they may
be looking for ways to upgrade the park and might come to WHBG to seek our support.

CNBDU / NBDIP – Samantha Reeves 

The City has decided to re-fund the program so WHRF will be working on drafting new applications for major and 
minor projects, and they already put in the pre-applications. A letter of support from WHBG will be needed, so this 
will likely be on the agenda at the August meeting, or possibly sooner if an “emergency” approval is needed due to 
the unknown schedule. For the Major ask, WHRF is seeking $250k to cover lighting improvements to the former 
Kroger lot, demolition of the building, and installation of infrastructure to support an open-air market located in the 
footprint of the removed building, to support local businesses and food trucks. For the Minor ask, WHRF is seeking 
$45k (which is the new maximum) to continue the Gateway Mural project with Artworks, as well as add pedestrian 
lighting along paths to reach 5-Points Alley, and signage and a booth that can be rented.

Other Matters:

Kathryne noted that Walnut Hills Weekly might have some people who would consider helping with the upcoming 
August cleanup. Trash on the streets has been being documented throughout, but Samir noted that Taft at May and 
Stanton has taken a notable hit. Kathryne said there have been some people just opening their front doors and tossing 
garbage out. She asked if anyone knows how much it might cost to hire a street sweeper for a day, and Samir 
commented that it had been a goal previously to find a way to pay for ongoing regular service like this.
Meeting adjourned at approx. 10:20 AM. 
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